Summer 2020 Honor Code Violations Report

During the Summer 2020 semester, there were 45 reported violations of the Honor Code. 14 of these cases proceeded to Honor Council hearings. The other 31 cases were handled by faculty. Some cases are still pending. Some violations may have occurred in an earlier semester but were not reported until Summer 2020.

HONOR COUNCIL CASES:

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Resources
Date of Violation: 5/7/2020
    Decision: Guilty
    Sanction: Received a zero on Exam III and the Final Exam.

Alleged Violation: Plagiarism
Date of Violation: 5/12/2020
    Decision: Guilty
    Sanction: Received a "0" for the assignment and was not afforded the pass/fail option for the course.

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration
Date of Violation: 6/10/2020
    Decision: Guilty
    Sanction: Received a zero on the exam in question without the ability to use the final exam to replace the score of the exam in which the violation occurred.

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration
Date of Violation: 6/10/2020
    Decision: Guilty
    Sanction: Received a zero on the exam in question without the ability to use the final exam to replace the score of the exam in which the violation occurred.

Alleged Violation: Plagiarism
Date of Violation: 6/10/2020
    Decision: Guilty
    Sanction: Required to select another article and redo the assignment for a grade with reduced points in one of the categories in the rubric. Suspended for one semester.

Alleged Violation: Not Obeying Instructions
Date of Violation: 6/22/2020
    Decision: Guilty
    Sanction: Received a "0" for each assessment where the violation was present.
Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration  
**Date of Violation:** 6/24/2020  
**Decision:** Guilty  
**Sanction:** Received a "0" for all quizzes for the unit and the lowest grade for the midterm associated with the unit.

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration  
**Date of Violation:** 6/24/2020  
**Decision:** Guilty  
**Sanction:** Received a "0" for all quizzes for the unit and the lowest grade for the midterm associated with the unit.

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration  
**Date of Violation:** 6/24/2020  
**Decision:** Not Guilty  
**Sanction:**

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration  
**Date of Violation:** 6/24/2020  
**Decision:** Guilty  
**Sanction:** Received a "0" for all quizzes for the unit and the lowest grade for the midterm associated with the unit.

Alleged Violation: Obtaining or Divulging Exam Information  
**Date of Violation:** 7/7/2020  
**Decision:** Guilty  
**Sanction:** Received an "F" for the course.

Alleged Violation: Plagiarism  
**Date of Violation:** 7/7/2020  
**Decision:** Guilty  
**Sanction:** Received an "F" for the exam. Received an "F" for the course as additional sanction for second violation.

Alleged Violation: Not Obeying Instructions and Invading Security  
**Date of Violation:** 7/8/2020  
**Decision:** Not Guilty  
**Sanction:**

Alleged Violation: Obtaining or Divulging Exam Information  
**Date of Violation:** 7/7/2020  
**Decision:** Pending  
**Sanction:**
The remaining 31 reported violations from the Summer 2020 semester were resolved between the professor and the student. The results of those cases are as follows:

**FACULTY HANDLED CASES:**

1. **Alleged Violation:** Unauthorized Resources  
   **Date of Violation:** 5/7/2020  
   **Decision:** Guilty  
   **Sanction:** Received an "F" for the course.

2. **Alleged Violation:** Unauthorized Resources  
   **Date of Violation:** 5/7/2020  
   **Decision:** Guilty  
   **Sanction:** Received an "F" for the course.

3. **Alleged Violation:** Unauthorized Resources  
   **Date of Violation:** 5/7/2020  
   **Decision:** Guilty  
   **Sanction:** Received an "F" for the course.

4. **Alleged Violation:** Unauthorized Resources  
   **Date of Violation:** 5/7/2020  
   **Decision:** Guilty  
   **Sanction:** Received an "F" for the course.

5. **Alleged Violation:** Unauthorized Resources  
   **Date of Violation:** 5/7/2020  
   **Decision:** Guilty  
   **Sanction:** Received an "F" for the course.

6. **Alleged Violation:** Plagiarism and Not Obeying Instructions  
   **Date of Violation:** 5/8/2020  
   **Decision:** Guilty  
   **Sanction:** Received a "0" for the exam.

7. **Alleged Violation:** Exam Notes and Not Obeying Instructions  
   **Date of Violation:** 5/11/2020  
   **Decision:** Guilty  
   **Sanction:** Received a "0" for each of the exams.

8. **Alleged Violation:** Plagiarism and Not Obeying Instructions  
   **Date of Violation:** 5/11/2020  
   **Decision:** Guilty  
   **Sanction:** Received an "F" for the assignment.
Alleged Violation: Plagiarism  
Date of Violation: 5/11/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Received a "0" for the final exam.

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration  
Date of Violation: 6/3/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Received a "0" for the exam.

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration  
Date of Violation: 6/3/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Received a "0" for the exam.

Alleged Violation: Not Obeying Instructions  
Date of Violation: 6/12/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Received a "0" for the assignment.

Alleged Violation: Not Obeying Instructions  
Date of Violation: 6/16/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Received a "0" for the mid-term exam.

Alleged Violation: Exam Notes  
Date of Violation: 6/18/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Received a "0" for the exam.

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration  
Date of Violation: 6/24/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: will receive a "0" for all quizzes for the unit and the lowest grade for the midterm associated with the unit.

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration  
Date of Violation: 6/24/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: will receive a "0" for all quizzes for the unit and the lowest grade for the midterm associated with the unit.
Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration  
Date of Violation: 6/24/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: will receive a "0" for all quizzes for the unit and the lowest grade for the midterm associated with the unit.

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Collaboration  
Date of Violation: 6/24/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: will receive a "0" for all quizzes for the unit and the lowest grade for the midterm associated with the unit.

Alleged Violation: Plagiarism  
Date of Violation: 6/24/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Original assignment was graded as is minus 50%, and student was allowed to make appropriate edits with a grade equal to the average of the two grades.

Alleged Violation: Exam Notes  
Date of Violation: 7/8/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Received a "0" for the final exam and an "F" for the course.

Alleged Violation: Plagiarism  
Date of Violation: 7/17/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Received a "0" for the assignment.

Alleged Violation: Plagiarism  
Date of Violation: 7/18/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Received a "0" for the portion in question and was given the chance to resubmit the assignment using completely new material for 50% credit.

Alleged Violation: Not Obeying Instructions And Obtaining or Divilging Exam Information  
Date of Violation: 7/22/2020  
Decision: Guilty  
Sanction: Received a "0" for the exam.
Alleged Violation: Misrepresenting Facts
Date of Violation: 7/24/2020
Decision: Guilty
Sanction: Received the grade earned on a make-up midterm exam or the score achieved on the original test if no make-up is taken.

Alleged Violation: Exam Notes
Date of Violation: 7/25/2020
Decision: Guilty
Sanction: Received an "F" for the course.

Alleged Violation: Plagiarism
Date of Violation: 7/26/2020
Decision: Guilty
Sanction: Received a "0" for the assignment.

Alleged Violation: Plagiarism
Date of Violation: 8/3/2020
Decision: Guilty
Sanction: Received a "0" for the assignment.

Alleged Violation: Plagiarism
Date of Violation: 8/3/2020
Decision: Guilty
Sanction: Received a warning for the first paper and a "0" for the second and final paper.

Alleged Violation: Not Obeying Instructions
Date of Violation: 8/10/2020
Decision: Guilty
Sanction: Received a "0" for each of the three assessments resulting in an "F" for the course.

Alleged Violation: Unauthorized Resources
Date of Violation: 8/12/2020
Decision: Guilty
Sanction: Received an "F" for the course.

Alleged Violation: Plagiarism
Date of Violation: 9/11/2020
Decision: Guilty
Sanction: Received a "0" for the exam.
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